
This Game is Designed by Yasemin Islah @Teachaboo

The Reading Text «The Magic Rain Book Episode 2» is taken from 

Richmond Publisher’s Course Book Thumbs Up 3.



TO START 
THE GAME

Use the QR Code

Use This Link
bit.ly/2WSix4r



What do Paul and Megan see on the walls?

Paul and Megan see a lot of __________ on the walls. 

Choose the correct answer.

?



Write the answer. The letters in the circles make your

4 Digit Code. 

_ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _  The is

full of light.

Two heavy doors at the end of the

hallway open suddenly.



The air is full of delicious smells:

What FOOD are they?

Choose the correct answer.



What can you see in the dining room?

The numbers next to the correct answer make your

5 Digit Code.

A coffee machine2

A princess3

Big and soft chairs4

Some trees5

A pumpkin6

A waterfall7

A long table1

A golden fountain8



Who brings the food to the king and the children?

«The Letter» of your answer makes your 1 Digit Code.

A. The King

B. The Dragon

C. The Servants

D. The Musicians



Are these sentences True (T) or False (F) ?

The letters T and F make your 4 Digit Code.

1. In the kingdom, there is a lot of water.

2. The water comes from the river.

3. The unicorns and dragons help them

collect the water.

4. The water tastes sweet. 



Who are they?

Find their names.

Show your teacher your answer and get your

Code. 

1. ____________ hears a light rhythm like rain

falling on a metal roof.

2. ____________ points to the clocks on the wall.

3. ____________ ‘s stomach growls because he 

is hungry.

4. ____________ sits at the end of the table.



Unscramble the words.

Write the words to finish the game!

Good Luck!

1. i n u n r c o = ?

2. r  d g a o n = ?

3. n k i g = ?

4. n a r i = ?



Section 7 Teacher Codes


